Acrodyne - Bulk Material Handling and Process Equipment for the Rocky Mountain Region

About Us

Who we are:

ACRODYNE® is a leading Industrial Equipment Manufacturing Representative, specializing in bulk material handling and
process equipment throughout the Rocky Mountain Region.
We can be your direct source for heavy industrial equipment requirements, including equipment that provides: heating,
cooling, cleaning, crushing, screening, drying, conveying, feeding, separating, vacuuming, storing, water treating and
more!

Our Team:

Matt Rawley - Principal
mrawley@acrodyne.net
As a Principal of Acrodyne, Inc., Matt has more than 20 years of sales experience at the local, regional and national
levels. Dynamic, outgoing and committed are traits that describe his sales approach. Matt enjoys following all sales
orders through the entire process to ensure complete customer satisfaction. Matt has ultimate oversight of all of
Acrodyne's Rocky Mountain Region sales territories.
Matt is a dedicated family man and enjoys road cycling, skiing and any outdoor sports. He and his wife, Susan, have a
son, Ian and a daughter, Michaela.

Eric Montag - Principal
emontag@acrodyne.net
A Principal of Acrodyne, Inc., Eric has nearly two decades of strategy, finance and operations experience and is known
for building and developing successful teams, seeking tough challenges and growing companies. He brings a strategic
mindset, innovative thinking, enthusiastic passion and a results-based orientation to Acrodyne's business operations.
Eric's interests include youth organizations in the Denver area - from donating his time and energy to multiple teams as a
hockey coach, to serving on the Board of Directors for a local girls lacrosse organization. Eric is also passionate about
sailing, mountain biking, skiing and tennis. He and his wife, Susan, actively support their two sons and one daughter as
they participate in a variety of sports and other activities.

Al Peterson - Territory Account Manager
apeterson@acrodyne.net
Al Peterson has worked in industrial sales as a Manufacturers Representative for more than 25 years, consulting with the
mining, engineering, oil/gas/refining, power and manufacturing industries with an emphasis on process equipment and
material handling. Al's sales territory primarily includes Wyoming and a significant portion of Colorado.
A former part owner of Acrodyne, Al has a broad technical background and enjoys skiing, backpacking, hiking and
spending time with his new granddaughter. Al has been a mountain guide since 1964 and taught skiing and coached
soccer for many years.

Jim Mitchell - Territory Account Manager
http://acrodyne.net
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jmitchell@acrodyne.net
Jim Mitchell brings more than two decades of experience as an engineer to Acrodyne's customers and manufacturers.
Prior to joining Acrodyne, Jim promoted integrated bulk powder material handling systems to corporate customers in a
wide variety of industries. Jim has also worked for several years as an analysis engineer, optimizing designs of material
handling equipment and has managed capital improvement projects for production facilities throughout the western US.
Jim is based in Boise, Idaho and his territory includes the states of Utah, Idaho and Montana.

Juli Faller - Office Manager & Inside Sales
sales@acrodyne.net
Juli is a native of Colorado and graduate of the University of Colorado. She brings to the team years of experience in
office management and customer relations. Juli is a highly organized individual who advocates efficiency. In addition to
managing Acrodyne's corporate headquarters, Juli also coordinates the Company's inside sales function.
After retiring as the executive director of a small chamber of commerce Juli spent time raising two fabulous girls, running
a bookkeeping business from her home, and volunteering at the kids&rsquo; school. Juli loves the outdoors: biking,
skiing, hiking etc.
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